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ABSTRACT
To Propose an algorithm for detecting patterns exhibited by anomalous clusters in high
dimensional discrete data. Unlike most anomaly detection (AD) methods, which detect
individual anomalies, our proposed method detects groups (clusters) of anomalies; i.e.
sets of points which collectively exhibit abnormal patterns. In many applications this
can lead to better understanding of the nature of the atypical behavior and to
identifying the sources of the anomalies. Moreover, To consider the case where the a
typical patterns exhibit on only a small (salient) subset of the very high dimensional
feature space. Individual AD techniques and techniques that detect anomalies using all
the features typically fail to detect such anomalies, but our method can detect such
instances collectively, discover the shared anomalous patterns exhibited by them, and
identify the subsets of salient features. In this paper, To focus on detecting anomalous
topics in a batch of text documents, developing our algorithm based on topic models.
Results of our experiments show that our method can accurately detect anomalous
topics and salient features (words) under each such topic in a synthetic data set and two
real-world text corpora and achieves better performance compared to both standard
group AD and individual AD techniques .
Keywords: Anomaly Detection, Pattern Detection, Topic Models, Topic Discovery
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.INTRODUCTION
Data in a wide variety of areas tend to large scales. For many traditional learning based data
mining algorithms, it is a big challenge to efficiently mine knowledge from the fast
increasing data such as information streams, images and even videos. To over-come the
challenge, it is important to develop scalable learning algorithms. Constrained clustering is an
important area in the research communities of machine learning. Researchers proposed many
new algorithms. In this paper, To develop an efficient and scalable CSC algorithm that can
Toll handle moderate and large datasets. The SCACS algorithm can be understood as a
scalable version of the Toll-designed but less efficient algorithm known as Flexible Constrained Spectral Clustering (FCSC). To our best knowledge, our algorithm is the first
efficient and scalable version in this area, which is derived by an integration of two recent
studies, the constrained normalized cuts and the graph construction method based on sparse
coding. However, it is by no means straight forward to integrate the two existing methods.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The Problem is to determine how to handle Automatically learning major dataset problem as
per anomaly Queries by using AD Group Clustering method.
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY
V. J. Hodge and J. Austin, Outlier detection has been used for centuries to detect and, where
appropriate, remove anomalous observations from data. Outliers arise due to mechanical
faults, changes in system behaviour, fraudulent behaviour, human error, instrument error or
simply through natural deviations in populations. Their detection can identify system faults
and fraud before they escalate with potentially catastrophic consequences. It can identify
errors and remove their contaminating effect on the data set and as such to purify the data for
processing. The original outlier detection methods Tore arbitrary but now, principled and
systematic techniques are used, drawn from the full gamut of Computer Science and
Statistics. In this paper, To introduce a survey of contemporary techniques for outlier
detection. To identify their respective motivations and distinguish their advantages and
disadvantages in a comparative review.[1]
V. Chandola, A. Banerjee, and V. Kumar, Anomaly detection is an important problem
that has been researched within diverse research areas and application domains. Many
anomaly detection techniques have been specifically developed for certain application
domains, while others are more generic. This survey tries to provide a structured and
comprehensive overview of the research on anomaly detection. To have grouped existing
techniques into different categories based on the underlying approach adopted by each
technique. For each category To have identified key assumptions, which are used by the
techniques to differentiate between normal and anomalous behavior. When applying a given
technique to a particular domain, these assumptions can be used as guidelines to assess the
effectiveness of the technique in that domain. For each category, To provide a basic anomaly
detection technique, and then show how the different existing techniques in that category are
variants of the basic technique. This template provides an easier and succinct understanding
of the techniques belonging to each category. Further, for each category, To identify the
advantages and disadvantages of the techniques in that category. To also provide a discussion
on the computational complexity of the techniques since it is an important issue in real
application domains. To hope that this survey will provide a better understanding of the
different directions in which research has been done on this topic, and how techniques
developed in one area can be applied in domains for which they Tore not intended to begin
with.[2]
A. Srivastava and A. Kundu, In modern retail market environment, electronic
commerce has rapidly gained a lot of attention and also provides instantaneous transactions.
In electronic commerce, credit card has become the most important means of payment due to
fast development in information technology around the world. As the usage of credit card
increases in the last decade, rate of fraudulent practices is also increasing every year. Existing
fraud detection system may not be so much capable to reduce fraud transaction rate.
Improvement in fraud detection practices has become essential to maintain existence of
payment system. In this paper, To show how Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used to detect
credit card fraud transaction with low false alarm. An HMM based system is initially studied
spending profile of the card holder and follow by checking an incoming transaction against
spending behavior of the card holder, if it is not accepted by our proposed HMM with
sufficient probability, then it would be a fraudulent transaction.[3]
J. Major and D. Riedinger, Electronic Fraud Detection (EFD) assists Investigative
Consultants in the Managed Care & Employee Benefits Security Unit of The Travelers
Insurance Companies in the detection and pre investigative analysis of health care provider
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fraud. The task EFD performs, scanning a large population of health insurance claims in
search of likely fraud, has never been done manually. Furthermore, the available database has
few positive examples. Thus, neither existing knowledge engineering techniques nor
statistical methods are sufficient for designing the identification process. To overcome these
problems, EFD uses knowledge discovery techniques on two levels. First, EFD integrates
expert knowledge with statistical information assessment to identify cases of unusual
provider behavior. The heart of EFD is 27 behavioral heuristics, knowledge-based ways of
viewing and measuring provider behavior. Rules operate on them to identify providers whose
behavior merits a closer look by the investigative consultants. Second, machine learning is
used to develop new rules and improve the identification process. Pilot operations involved
analysis of nearly 22,000 providers in six metropolitan areas. The pilot is implemented in
SAS Institute's SAS System, AICorp's Knowledge Base Management System, and Borland
International's Turbo Prolog.[4]
K. Wang and S. Stolfo, To present a payload-based anomaly detector, To call PAYL,
for intrusion detection. PAYL models the normal application payload of network traffic in a
fully automatic, unsupervised fashion. The method To choose is very efficient; our goal is to
deploy the detector in high bandwidth environments either on a firewall, a network appliance,
a proxy server or on the target hosts. To first compute during a training phase a profile byte
frequency distribution and their standard deviation of the application payload flowing to a
single host and port. To then use Mahalanob is distance during the detection phase to
calculate the similarity of new data against the pre-computed profile. The detector compares
this measure against a threshold and generates an alert when the distance of the new input
exceeds this threshold. The model is host- and port-specific and is conditioned on the payload
length. Thus, a set of profiles are computed for every possible length payload. A second
phase clusters the profiles to increase accuracy and decrease resource consumption. The
method has the advantage of being very fast to compute, is state-less and does not parse the
input stream, generates a small model, and can be easily modified to an incremental online
learning algorithm so that the model is continuously updated to maintain an accurate normal
model in real-time. The modeling method is completely unsupervised, and is tolerant to noise
in the training data. Furthermore, the method is also resistant to mimicry-attack; attackers
would need to model the site’s normal payload distributions in order to pad their poisoned
payload to go unnoticed by the detector.[5]
4. EXISTING SYSTEM
1)Typically, Data in a wide variety of areas tend to large scales. So many data mining process
available to invoke data, but not isolate properly data.
2)It is a big challenge to efficiently mine knowledge from the fast increasing data such as
information streams, images and even videos.
3) Does not have research communities of machine learning method.
4)Straight forward integration of the constrained normalized cuts and the sparse coding based
graph construction, and the formulated scalable constrained normalized-cuts problem.
5. PROPOSED SYSTEM
1)To make an efficient and scalable CSC algorithm that can well handle moderate and large
datasets. The SCACS algorithm can be understood as a scalable version of the well-designed
but less efficient algorithm known as Flexible Con-strained Spectral Clustering (FCSC).
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2)To develop our algorithm is the first efficient and scalable version in this area, which is
derived by an integration of two recent studies, the constrained normalized cuts and the graph
construction method based on sparse coding.
3) Randomly check group AD Detection queries.
4) Pattern detection is important think here.
5) Data can isolate two think
 Topic Model
 Topic Discovery
6) SVM machine learning technique is used.
6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Module:
1)Preprocessing
2) Pattern Detection
3)Anomaly Detection
4) Result
7. ALGORITHM
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a discriminative classifier formally defined by a
separating hyperplane. In other words, given labeled training data (supervised learning), the
algorithm outputs an optimal hyperplane which categorizes new examples. In which sense is
the hyperplane obtained optimal? Let’s consider the following simple problem: For a linearly
separable set of 2D-points which belong to one of two classes, find a separating straight line.
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Stop Word Process
In the above picture you can see that there exists multiple lines that offer a solution to the
problem. Is any of them better than the others? We can intuitively define a criterion to
estimate the worth of the lines:
A line is bad if it passes too close to the points because it will be noise sensitive and it
will not generalize correctly. Therefore, our goal should be to find the line passing as far as
possible from all points. Then, the operation of the SVM algorithm is based on finding the
hyperplane that gives the largest minimum distance to the training examples. Twice, this
distance receives the important name of margin within SVM’s theory. Therefore, the optimal
separating hyperplane maximizes the margin of the training data.

Vector Process

The Objective of the learning-to-re rank task is to estimate the parameters by minimizing a
loss function. Methods that can be used for this function. Ranking SVM is a classic.
1. First select the query Q(Z)
2. Remove unwanted word from query.
Q(Z).remove(Word);
3. Third step is vector model process, Divide neural word from one site and non-neural word
from one site.
4. Matching Relevance word->AD Group Clustering Learning.
5. Result

8. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
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Input:
Q(Z) = {q1,q2,q3......}
U(Z) ={u1,u2,u3......}
P(Z) = {p1,p2,p3......}
D(Z) = { d1,d2,d3.....}
where ,
Q(Z)-> Query
U(Z)->User
P(Z)-> Pattern Detection
D(Z)-> Discrete data
Output:

1. User search query based on AD Group Detection Learning Algorithm
2. Easily Known which type of Anomaly data as well as Pattern Detection.
Success Condition :
1. Easily isolate Anomaly data.
Failure Condition :
2. Some time Pattern Detection data doses not recognized.
9. RESULT

Above diagram show how much range come too precision & Recall
10. EXPERIMENT SETUP
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In this the Structure consist of technologies like JAVA , HTML , CSS , Java script. For back
end MySql is used. Hence before investigational set up Software like Eclipse, Tomcat is
predictable to be installed on server. User must have basic windows Family, good browser to
view the results. Supervised Dataset or Un-Supervised dataset is used for testing in MySQL
is tested.

11. CONCLUSION
Finally Conclude that All of the Existing System having how to store record as Toll as some
important think Related dimensional discrete data.
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